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Delayed Mail – Please contact your branch president or this office if first class mail or parcels are 
being delayed. 
 
SER – The Service’s newest acronym stands for Sortation Equipment Reconciliation.  Just a few 
short months ago I was thinking that the service may run out of letters & words to combine for 
their new programs…boy was I wrong.  Their plan this time is to do away with as much casing 
equipment as possible, reducing as many routes as possible to one six shelved case.  Having 
multiple addresses in each slot will force carriers to sort the mail as they walk, expanding street 
time.  Of course, the carrier will then be accused of wasting time on the street.  What they are 
doing is taking an office function, in a controlled environment, and having carriers now do that 
function outside in all kinds of weather.  While this may work on some routes in some offices, 
management will implement this plan indiscriminately.  Another management boondoggle.  This 
office has created a grievance template for offices where management violates the M-39 & M-
41 that is available to branch presidents and stewards. 
 
In the midst of a pandemic, where safety should be the number one concern, the service has 
decided to take down barriers between letter carriers.  If the reduction in equipment puts carriers 
at risk or no longer gives them the space to social distance, a grievance should be filed. 
 
ESAS – Another in a long line of recent acronyms.  Expedited to Street/Afternoon Sortation.  
Notification of this fiasco was dropped on us two days before it began so you can only imagine 
how well this test was thought out.  The service’s original plan did not allow letter carriers to case 
any mail in the morning and take SPR’s directly to the street.  After some discussion, management 
changed their plan into what is essentially an EPM (Expedited Preferential Mail) system which 
has been in the handbooks and manuals forever.  In fact, many of us old timers worked under 
this system when we started.  Having said that, we are encouraging branches to file grievances 
concerning any violations.  Grievance templates have been created and distributed to branch 
presidents and are available by contacting our office. 
 
Derecho Storm and Safety – I learned a new word today.  Derecho is defined as a line of intense, 
widespread, and fast-moving windstorms and sometimes thunderstorms that moves across a  
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great distance.  Power was knocked out across a large part of the state while cell coverage and 
internet were also affected.  A number of post offices received damage and employees have had  
to be relocated in a few instances.  Several letter carriers were injured by debris flying through 
the air in Iowa before the storm moved on into Illinois.  An idiot manager tried ordering a couple 
of carriers (sheltering within a post office) out onto the street during the storm but thankfully 
they refused while another rocket scientist tried ordering carriers out to retrieve mail from a 
vehicle surrounded by downed power lines.  Thankfully, a branch officer stepped in and put an 
end to that idea.  Please let us know if anyone gives you instructions which put your safety at 
risk.  Please make your own safety is your number one priority.  Storms have killed letter carriers.  
Debris, flooding and even lightning can take your life.  Take shelter. 
 
Article 34 Test – They just can’t help themselves… The latest test in a long succession of tests to 
study carriers’ office activities in order to develop engineered work methods and standards.  
Thirty-six sites have been identified and approximately 400 routes have randomly been selected 
for this test.  The Service has awarded a contract for the data collection and analysis.  The 
contractors will be collecting information related to all office duties performed, both morning 
and afternoon.  They should have called me, and they could have saved some money. They did 
the same thing about eight to ten years ago and not only “collected data,” but videotaped carriers 
as well.  Look in your storage room!  We’ll assume that this “data” will be used during our 
upcoming national arbitration. 
 
Covid 19 – As I write this article on August 10th, within Region 5 one hundred letter carriers have 
tested positive and three hundred and forty-one postal employees.  For Letter Carriers within the 
region: Central Plains – 16; Gateway – 45; Hawkeye - 21: Mid America – 18.  Of those who have 
carriers who have tested positive, fifty-one have returned to work at this time: Central Plains – 
11; Gateway – 21; Hawkeye – 10; Mid America – 9.  At this time, at least one active carrier has 
passed as well as a couple of retired members.   Stay safe, stay vigilant and wear your mask if you 
cannot social distance. 
 
Michael J. Birkett 
National Business Agent 
NALC Region 5 (St. Louis) 

http://www.nalc.org/union-administration/nalc-regions

